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Balloon Hearts
Supplies

Adoring Hearts Hybrid Die Set
Real Red Card Stock
Basic White Card Stock
Most Adored Designer Series
Papers
Linen Thread
Real Red Ribbon
Glue Dots
Cellophane Tape

Directions

Cut a card base from the Real Red card stock 14.85cm x 21cm (5-1/2"
x 8-1/2").  Score in half at 10.5cm (4-1/4"), fold and burnish.

Using the Basic White card stock cut a liner for your card, 14.3cm  x
10cm (5-1/4" x 4").  Glue to the right side of the inside of your card
leaving an equal border all the way around.

Cut a layer for the front of your card from the Most Adored Designer
Series Paper 14.3cm x 10cm (5-1/4" x 4")  Glue to the front leaving an
equal border all the way around.
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Using the dies from the  Adoring Hearts Hybird set cut two large
hearts and two small hearts from different scraps of the Most
Adored Designer Series Papers and one of the larger hearts from a
scrap of Real Red card stock.

Cut 6 pieces of Linen Thread 13cm (5") long.  Using regular
cellophane tape attach the thread pieces to the back of the hearts.

Place a Stampin Dimensional on the back of each heart.  Arrange the
hearts  as if they were balloons floating up.  Gather the Linen
Threads together and tie with the extra piece of thread.  Ue a glue
dot to glue down the threads at the tie point.

Tie a bow with the Real Red Ribbon and place over the tie point with
another glue dot.  

Trim the tails even with the bottom of the card. 
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